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21cm observations are the 
way of the future...

Furlanetto, Sokasian & Hernquist (2003)

In Emission In Absorption
Carilli & Gnedin (2002)



But there are many 
strong foregrounds...

Signal: ~10 mK 

Noise: 1) Galactic foreground: 
~250K at 150 MHz

2) Associated telescope noise:

Wyithe, Loeb & Barnes (2005)



3) Extragalactic 
radio sources:
DC noise~ 30K 
at 150 MHz

AC noise: 
Angular Brightness 

temperature 
fluctuations swamp 

21cm signal
di Matteo et al (2004)

On large scales, dominated by clustering of sources
Try to reduce by point source removal....



4) Radio recombination 
lines

Roshi et al (2002)

Carbon RR lines:--tau 
~10^-3, not seen out of 

galactic plane

Hydrogen RR lines---can 
estimate from H-alpha 

emission measure

Oh & Mack (2003)

(Hopefully) not a significant contaminant
RR line absorption might be a concern for 21cm 

absorption studies



Dealing with the 
Foregrounds

Foregrounds are spectrally 
smooth--can be distinguished 

from 21cm signal by 
comparing maps closely 

spaced in frequency (Zaldarriaga 
et al 2004, Morales & Hewitt 2004)

Morales & Hewitt 2004

21cm signal

Foregrounds

How to actually remove 
foregrounds? 

Work in Fourier or real space?

Let’s simulate this!



Run it through an 
interferometer...

Instantaneous UV coverage Sampling function



...but first, a sanity check
Only narrow line features will be detectable: 

need  to know spectral index very well....

Are we confident the spectrum will be 
smooth to 1 part in 10^4 for nonthermal 

emission?  



How Smooth are the Foregrounds?
Can we constrain 
fluctuations in 
spectral index? 

Yes! Synchrotron 
emission of an 

individual electron 
is spectrally broad

Window function 
damps fluctuations 
on ~MHz scales by 

4 orders of 
mag...just nice!

Chang & Oh 2005



Simulating the 21cm signal
Boxes in conventional 
hydro simulations are 

too small
Poor man’s soln:

--large (400 Mpc^3) box
--simulate Gaussian 

density field
--superimpose HII 

bubble structure from
 Furlanetto et al (2004) 
 with Monte-Carlos

Large bubbles are your friend



Note: the bubbles 
have a large 
effect on the 

power spectrum...
no bubbles

with bubbles



Modelling the Foregrounds
For both galactic and extragalactic foregrounds:

1) Expand spectral index fluctuations in Taylor series

di Matteo et al (2004)

2) Create random 
realization of angular 

fluctuations
(Pessimistically) assume 
point source removal 

inefficient
Experiment with increasing 

foreground amplitude



2 random lines of sight

3D power 
spectrum

1D power 
spectrumtransverse

radial



How is actual foreground 
removal done?

“Trend removal”--fit and subtract smooth function 
to data (used in Ly-alpha forest work)

1) What is optimal basis 
function? 

2) What’s the best space 
(Fourier/real) to do 

analysis in? 
3) How to avoid removing 
large scale 21cm signal?



Optimal Basis Function

Tried:
1) Broken polynomial with variable 

number of breakpoints
2) Chebyshev polynomials

3) Smoothing spline

None completely satisfactory...but 
Chebyshev the best

More degrees of freedom:---trade fidelity to data 
with smoothness



Trend Removal in UV 
plane recovers power 

spectrum...

With 5th order 
Chebyshev 
polynomial



...the key step: Detrending 
with large bubbles

Bubbles are foreground only....so use the minima of 
recovered spectra to normalize no 21cm baseline

Recovered after 
continuum 
subtraction



True (input) spectrum

Bubble Detrended 
spectrum



For an SKA type instrument...

Input Recovered

...extremely good imaging is feasible!



...and the statistics work out

Recover isotropic power 
spectrum

Pixel CDF works out



“the glass is half full...”
Signals in the foregrounds

Text

ARCADE might measure free-free distortion to CMB
at ~few GHZ 



SKA might see individual 
halos out to high redshift

We can learn about HII regions 
(free-free) and relativistic 

electrons (synchrotron) at high 
redshift. 

Non-thermal indirectly tells us 
about X-ray emission

Limiting factor is redshift 
identification and confusion 

noise
Oh 1999,2001



Smoke and Mirrors:
Ly-alpha Radiative 
Transfer in a Dusty, 
Multi-phase Medium

Hansen & Oh (2005)



Isn’t this a solved problem?
Many, many classic papers on Ly-alpha transfer...

How often are complications modelled?
1. Kinematics ---Yes

2. Dust --- Sometimes
3. Multi-phase structure --No 

Why should we care? 



What’s going on here?

Steidel et al (2000)



Are these really Pop III 
stars at high-z?? 

Note: no X-ray emission or high ionization lines 
seen

> 60% of sources have EW > 240 Angstroms
Malhotra & Rhoads 2002



Ly-alpha properties of 
LBGs show HUGE 

dispersion

Shapley et al 2004

Radiative transfer 
within ISM is at 

LEAST as important 
as transfer within 

IGM 

Let’s understand what 
we’re looking at!



Won’t dust just kill the 
Ly-alpha EW?

Giavalisco et al 1996

No--Ly-
alpha EW 
appears to 

be 
decoupled 
from the 

dust content

Also: bright SCUBA sources w/ high Ly-alpha EW...
(Chapman & Blain 2003)



Not if the ISM is clumpy

Amazingly, there has been no detailed study of 
resonance line radiative transfer in a clumpy, dusty 

medium

Preferential extinction of 
continuum possible in 
multi-phase medium (Neufeld 

1991) 



Test this with a Monte-
Carlo RT code...

Just Photon 
Pinball... 
1. Choose 
Frequency
2. Choose 
Direction
3. Choose 

Optical Depth



The Need for Speed
Conventional Monte Carlo solves the same problem 
over and over and over again....very slow.....

Overcome this (with speed-up ~million) in two ways:

1) Ignore 
scattering in 
Doppler core 
(adaptation of Ahn 

et al 2002) 



2) Use scattering 
surfaces as Lego 
blocks --- figure 

out their properties 
and use them again 

and again
Treat cold, dusty phase as flat absorbing mirror. 

Check:
a) Sudden jump in photon mean free path
b) Mfp << density scale height, radius of 

curvature



Monte Carlo on Speed
Treat each cloud as a 
single particle capable 

of scattering/
absorbing particles

Characterize by:
a) Albedo

incident albedo

cloud 
albedo

Depends only on albedo evaluated at incident 
frequency! (no separate temp/dust/freq dependence)



Frequency Redistribution

Line Wing

Doppler Core

(Almost) independent of dust content!



Distribution of exiting 
angles

As expected from 
photons that 

escape 
isotropically from 
tau=1 photosphere

No dependence on 
incident angle, 

frequency, or dust 
content



Effect of Surface 
Motion

Just perform Dopper boost into/out of rest 
frame of surface

These rules are all that’s needed to perform very 
fast multi-phase radiative transfer!



EW boost of ~few is 
easy... Agreement

between
exact + fast MC 

is v. good

EW boost peaks 
when clouds 

become optically 
thick in dust

Test: compare Ly-
alpha with Balmer 

lines



Multi-phase Outflows

Asymmetric line shape
Line widths ~ few times outflow speed

Photons escape more easily, profile more sharply 
peaked than in homogeneous outflow



Analytic Multi-Phase 
Radiative Transfer 

Can estimate escape fraction and number of scatters 
analytically!!

Escape fraction = 

Number of scatters=

So need just one parameter:
N_o : number of scatters if no absorption

:

! albedo at escape frequency is function of N_o



N_o is purely geometric
Frequency independent for very optically thick 

scattering surfaces

We’ve found fitting formula for generic astrophysical 
situations by running Monte-Carlos....

Randomly oriented surfaces

Shell with holes



Random spheres
Tube with holes

Note: independent of size distribution of spheres!
1



Escape Frequency

Atomic motions only

If no cloud motions, core 
“thermalizes”, with non-

gaussian tail...

If V_surface > 100 km s^-1, then no saturation 
! ! nss

What is characteristic line width after repeated     
scattering?



Analytic Escape Fractions 
with Cloud Motion

Solve for number of surface scatterings iteratively 
to estimate escape frequency



Bottom line
Technical Advances

Surface scattering quantified for 1st time....we 
think!

An ultra-fast adaption of Monte-Carlo transfer 
suitable for multi-phase numerical simulations

Analytic formulae for escape fraction/line width, 
based on geometric quantity N_o

Astronomy Results

Large boost of Ly-alpha equivalent widths in 
multi-phase, dusty medium

Multi-phase outflow: asymmetric line profile, line 
width ~ (several) x flow speed

Many future applications possible....


